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ArtSpace is the journal of Leamington Studio Artists

Editorial by
Jonathan Treadwell
:,:
l ere for the first time is ArtSpace in full colour
:i' ! throughout - I do hope you enjoy the difference
it makes to our journal.
We are also starting to get items submitted from
further afield - this issue has a review of public art
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in Sydney, Australia for example - is there anybody
reading this in a far-flung place who would like to
send in an article to me at the email address below?
This Autumn issue is also a 'catch-up' issue of
articles that have been waiting to be published for a
while. Future issues will tend toward articles that are
more relavant to the season in which they appear. So
if you are considering making a contribution do get
in touch with me as soon as possible.
Finally, if you are not an LSA member do please
email me at artspaceeditor@hotmail.co.uk to let me
know where you picked up your copy of AttSpace..
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A colourful future says Chairman Gerry Smith
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ell, the cover image of this
issue of ArtSpace, says it all.
A lost photograph, a lost opportunity
recovered and, along with the rest of
us, Bill Zygmant discovered - the
extraordinary revival of interest in his
exhibition of photographs from the
1960s/7Os and BOs. Over 1 ,500 people
visited the show at Galleryl50 (the
showcase of the LSA). The last two
shows at G150 have grossed over
t8,000 worth of sales. lt seems that
Leamington Studio Artists has come
of age, delivering what in large part
its members want - exposure via
exhibitions and sales of their art work.
The exhibitions are being presented
in a professional way by the hard work
of Dominica Vaughan, the Gallery
Manager. At the same time publicity is
being achieved, in the media through

regular spots in all the local papers,
BBC World Service and several times on
TV in the last few months, through the
sterling efforts of our new press off icer
Damien lsaak, one of the latest recruits
to the LSA team
With over 500 members there is
a lot more we can do, and we have
not been resting on our laurels We
have now secured a new office with a
meeting room and eight small studios.
lf you wish to rent a studio, please
contact me. We will also be launching
the 'Cafe Gallery' in October this year,
for artists who are unable to fill the walls
of Gallery150. On the cards, and being
negotiated at the moment are further
studio and exhibition spaces, which
should come on stream, early next year!
For the first time in its thirteen year
history, ArtSpace has gone to a full

Gallery 150
The Old Library

Joy Hayward and Sonya Bond Inconspicuous
Treasures 25 Oct- 5 Nov

Avenue Road
I-eamington Spa
\7arks CV31 3PP

Roy Meats A Sign of the Times 8 - 19 Nov

Andrew Christopher Values 22 Nov - 3 Dec
If you would like to book your exhibition for 2011
please contact Dominica Vaughan:
manager@galleryl 50.co.uk

Telephone 078 7592 4241

Florian Louineau with invited guest Fred Marceron
Un Air de Paris (Paris Mood) 6 - 17 Dec

colour litho print run. Many thanks are
owing to Clive Richards, LSA ViceChair of Media & Communicatton,
for all his superbly well directed
design work. Together, Clive and
Jonathan Treadwell, the Editor, have
inspiritionally forged what is becoming a
whole new era for the journal. Suminder
has joined the LSA team, as Distribution
Officer to ensure that ArfSpace,
finds new outlets. She would like any
members who think they could help to
contact her at:
The LSA Summer Show under
the stewardship of Gordon Fyfe was
another great success, held at the
Warwickshire School of Arts. Over 100
members of LSA exhibited, and over
f3,000 worth of work was sold. Visitors
numbered more than 600, and the

Renewal

II

(LSA Open Exhibition) 3 -

14 Jan

28 Feb

Children's 2D Animation 11 - 22 Apr
Solihull Artists'Forum 25 Apr - 6 May
May Day Trust 9 May

-

2O May

Bethan Pierce-Jones & Diana Archer 29 Arg
Campion School & Community College tz

Maureen Taylor 14 - 25 Feb

Martin Johnson Optical Delusions

People's Choice vote overwhelmingly
elected Neil Moore's painting Queifus
as best in show (see centre spread).
Warwickshire Arts Week is dicussed
in 'Local Art Scene' article later on in
this issue, and we look forward to its
continuing success in 2012. Nearer
than that, LSA is proposing to hold an
exhibition called 'Renewal 2' in January
2011 at Gallery 150. This will be open
to non LSA members as well as current
members, to submit work for selection
- as an enticement for artists who have
not yet joined us to do so! (see advert
on page 30)
Lastly, we shall be arranging an
LSA Christmas Party, so members
check your e-mails for the notification.
I look forward to seeing you there
and answering any questions you
may have. r
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- 23 Sep
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Local Art Scene:
Dave Phillips' round-up
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'n recent months, there has been

a

frenetic activity in the \Tarwickshire
Art \7orld: the LSA Summer Show
at Warwickshire College; the LSA

Gallery 150, working in conjunction
with Bath Place Community Venture
Group, which has equally put on
some stunning shows: Howard,
Vaughan, Smith, Richards, Brodeur,
(delicate, dreamlike, inspirational
etchings, showing a master at work),
Hunt, Isaak (bold imagery caught
and framed with fashionable chic),
and Zygmant (a living legend, whose
photographs capture Lennon and
Yoko, with freshness, tenderness and
originality); Warwickshire College,
'Best of 2010'with some amazing
student work, showing clever teaching
ofthe highest order.
Even as I write we have the
experienced John Davies's studio in
Park Street, nurturing and nourishing
artists of the future, in his 'West End'
gallery, while on the other side of
town, in the 'East End' among the
industrial wastelands, we have the
charming Jessica Mallorie's 'The Art
Group Studios' in Althorpe Street,
opened recently by the Mayor and
Mayoress. Ben Shearsby features
there with his look alike Bacons,
but different, showing considerable
talent, as the figures and faces awake
in us a range of emotional states.
I identified with the figure with a
phone in his hand, his face contorted
with incredulity, as he sought an
answer to a simple question. Nor
we should forget the 'White Room'
gallery, doyen of quality, bang
in the middle of town in Regent
Street, featuring an accomplished
master) Mark Demsteader, with
his sensitive depictions of mysterious
women. He seems at a cross roads as
he moves away from 'la femme fatale'

enigma, to a more complex, and fully
orchestrated images.
The Machedo gallery in Barford
showed Clive Sheridan's work,

which

seeks

profundity with minimal

means) superb frames and exquisite
taste. Vast painted canvasses cover

documents, strips of manuscripts two
miles long presented as discs, contain
Beethoven's late, great piano sonatas.

The range is from excess to minimal,
with a thwarted search for meaning,
as if there is a hidden truth out
there somewhere, in great music or
literature. An exhibition of Rosemary
Davies follows, who has had 17
solo shows and exhibited at the BP

Portrait exhibition, in this rather
charming gallery, with wonderful
ambience and coffee. It has the same
sort of charm as that at Old Mill,

Shrewley, run by Sue Lewis-Blake,
where space, drink and food are
combined to enhance exhibitions.

Other galleries of quality exist
such as Bruno's in Regent Street,
where astonishingly enough in
the middle of England, where
Leamington Spa is positioned, visitors
can see the work of French, Swedish,
Hungarian, South African and even
Icelandic artists, among others. Such
cosmopolitanism could make you
swoon) and you would be doing it in
the aptly named '\(Ihere I fell in Love
gallery'.
WAW (Warwickshire Arts
Week) happened. This event art for the people - without the
intervention of the dealer has grown
enormously to include at least 200
artists exhibiting their work. Some
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do so in their studios and others in
public arenas. Would it be useful if
there was a structural change so that
the various districts, which make
up \Warwickshire, could exhibit
sequentially rathcr than concurrently?
Could the event bc spread over four
weeks, or eight, rather than two?
Would this leave more time for
studios to be open in the evenings?
Is July the best month to see work
of quality and merit, what with
College Shows, LSA Summer Show,
$flimbledon, Olympics, and being
inside on hot days? Dorset, with over
800 artists, operate in May{unc,
other counties in Sept/Oct rcady for
Christmas purchases. Is the brochure
to everyone's liking? Should maps
be added for those who don't know
their way around Warwickshire? So

many questions and no answefs.
I am confident that the dedicated
committee will get it right, led as it
has been on the last two occasions
by the brilliant Chairman, Bryan
Sapwell.

Incidentally, he has asked
through these coloumns to thank:
Aspect Financial Consultants, \flA\f
Sponsers; Compton Verney for their
participationl artists who joined in
and 'uvere the essence; County Arts,
Rugby and \Warwick District Councils
for their involvement; LSA for use of
premises, address and total support;

particularly Committec members,
who as artists gave up valuable time.
He is hoping for a sound responser
in the form of evaluation forms and
suggestions) as to how the event could
be improved, with 2012 being better

and bigger!
\Who would thought that in a
sleepy, provincial county, steeped in
history, one would have encountered
conceptual pieces that challenge the
best in London? I am referring to

the exhibition called 'Artefact', held
in Alfreda McHales's new studio,
built as if by magic in a matter of
weeks in Dale Street, Leamington
Spa. Here Gilllian Jopia beguiled us
with a semi-derelict, lean-to-shed,
full of tat, plastered with yellowing
newspaper) bool< and manuscript
cuttings and fragments with other
unusable artcfacts, partially seen

Opposirc: Ilill Z-t',qttctuI ut G150
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improbable, which it was, except
within the domain of art. The trio
had excelled themselves and these
were works of considerable erudition
and complex thought. Serious work
and different from virtually all else
one sees, encompassing art engulfed
by conceptual aspirations.
The Association of Midland

Artists (AMA) showed at Trinity
Church, Beauchamp Avenue, where
twenty artists exhibited. The quality
of work was not lacking and the tell
tale traces of particular artists was
discernable, as in the case of Margot
Bell, Ann Power, Sheila Millward,
Pat Carpenter,Liz Marsh and Nanc-v
Upshall, among others, and as usual,
most acceptable. One of the strongest
pieces was Judith Hickling's Walk
with Skylarks, where the viewer
was made to feel as if the eye was
ingesting the bold sweep of the field

and sky beyond. It had much power
and one admired the painstaking
depiction and consummate skill.
One looked in vain for Helen Bone
and Pat Evans, and their omission
with good cause was a loss. Other
work by Peter Lovelock and Daphne
Aaron charmed one. Jane Williams,
as artist-in-residence, had a mini
exhibition of recent work and the
images were more abstract. There
was a greater use of colour and
perhaps the intention to evoke
resonance and tonality in the imagery.
Aboae: Portrait of Micltael b), Lett
Belozu

rigltt: Orte

of

Mackitt

Alfreda Mcltale\ ittstallatiorts at CotrtptouVentel', WAIV

throughout by a low lit electric bulb
and a mirror to create an atmosphere
somewhat stifling, a little frightening
and rather nostalgic. Then there
was the film by Shridan Horn which
showd ankles and feet simply trying
to put on seemingly stylish white wax
shoes and crumbling them, with an
ensuing crunch, until all that was

left was an awful mess on the floor,
and a sense of frustration at the folly
and hopelessness ofthe endeavour.

This was complemented by a figure,
subject to streams of water which
gradually peeled off a flimsy, wax
garment to leave us with a naked
figure grimacing. So much so for
effort and submission, which seemed
the themes explored. Then McHale
presented a couple of mirrors before
the front door, decorated with bright
plastic flowers, and coloured ir.y, as
if all to be seen was implausible and

The question remains, where will

it all lead, as musicians themselves
fade, and the orchestration of mark

as the artist

who sets out on her

use of clusters of cutlery embedded

in

voyage of discovery. These artists'
work have the equivalent value of
Wordsworth's poetry, soaked as they
seem to be in observation, reflection
and nostalgia
Such mystery is revoked by
Alfreda McHale's work in the
idyllic setting of Park House, and
makes a sharp contrast to the lovely
landscapes of Cariss. Her work is
always challenging and surprisingly
original. Here some two hundred tea
trolleys purchased over the course
of a year, from various charities are

making takes over? Nor should
one ignore Blenkinsop, Bryer,

Duppa-Miller, Connar, Flayes,
Smeardon, Ashenford, who all
showed commendable work, which
was balanced by the ceramics and
fewellery of Tallis, Graham and

Osborne. A bunch of committed
artists all working seriously in spite
of difficult times. One admires their
tenacity and strength.

The traditional and the
conceptual were to be seen at Park
House, Compton Verney. In Lissie
Cariss's work there is a range of more

t'

.:

flowers. They glint and shine with
colour interspersed as plastic forks
and knives are incorporated. A
hundred such specimens make up
the display, within natural growth,
and one wonders what Capability

Brown might have thought of such an
installation. Has this artist assumed
the role of the urban geurrilla, who
wishes to disrupt the tranquillity of a
remote location by facing us with the
unexpected, and remind us nobody is
really safe, however hidden away?
In this vein one can turn to the
group of artists called 'Warwickshire
Artists'who exhibited at Coombe
Abbey, near Coventry. In the park
by the lake the indefatigable McHale
features again with her domestic
trickery of cutlery planted as flowers.
Others such as Sally Carpenter
and Dorothy Biddle make other
challenging pieces. The weather
though was unfriendly at times, the
foot-fall sparse and the reaction
puzzled. Inside there was a more
welcome response and Andy Farr,
who can turn his hand to virtually
anything) from blue-bells in woods
to individuals formally displayed in
front of the 'Horse and Hound', was
much appreciated. In another vein
Suminder's dissolving landscapes
had fascination as the articulation
of the particular was mute and that

placed in a line, from a hillock to a
lake, with three submerged. These are
varied in shape, materials and size,
which to some extent reflect social
class and fashion and the use which
they served over several decades. The
installation has the aura of things
no longer needed with a touch of
neglect. One can project narratives as
to their original use and context, the
tea parties with the vicar or the aunt,
family use when many are gathered,
hospitals where surgical instruments
are brought into the operating
theatre, and many other instances.
Does it raise the question of gender,

for did not the 'little woman'wheel in
the delights, no doubt, and a host of
other issues? What though catches the
eye is the variety of form, materials,
handles and wheels with some posh
and some humble. No, an arresting
work and laughable if it were not so
serious in its implications.
The other piece by Alfreda is the

Above left:Photograph by Alatt Sperrcer
Below: Stuttinder's painting at Coornbe Abbey, WAW

traditional landscapes, which seemed
to have been floated on to the canvas
effortlessly, as if by looking at the
surroundings she has absorbed them
and transmitted them through her
eyes. There is little attempt to use
heightened colour but rather capture
moods of particular periods of day
and evening, with expanses of water,
towering trees, and space. These
works are elegiac and surprisingly
restful, with a nostalgic note, as if the
past could be recalled by painting
over letters laden with memory.
The roots of plein air sketching can
be traced back to the seventeenth
century, and Pixie \Tarburton among
others has perhaps been beguiled by
this tradition, for in her studio the
invocation ofthe evocative aspect of
landscape has been captured. It is a
challenge to the observer to proiect
their feelings into the work, as much

a rockery, like bunches of planted
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out, with a couple of images that
repay close attention. Fiona Metcalfe
offers screen prints, printed textiles
and collage with a knowing and
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also extends to Margaret Goodwin's
work. George Taylor's reference
to glacier and ice shows that the
mood established was readable.
One is always brought up sharp by
Grace Newman's Gloaes, where the
associations with the medical are
immediately obvious, and somewhat
chilling. One can turn from the
sophistication ofthe above group
to the 'Fosse \Vay' artists whose
work is simply delightful. Most of it
celebrates the mythical quintessential

England with lovely flowers,
harmonious views, and endearing
animals. These are clearly artists who
know what their vision is and keep
to it. I liked virtually all nine artists
within their remit but appreciated
Tess Trinder's delicate work, as
well as that of Louise Jennings. I
am looking forward to their next
exhibition where a fuller review could
be undertaken.
Graphite is the punchy name
which four artists have christened
their group with and if they are
as successful as their commercial
counterpart then they have chosen
well. Alan Spencer, as a professional
photographer, has all the expertise
one could want and his digital prints
give promise of wit and knowledge,
with use of remote locations and
found 'untutored art' that have
humour and a keen eye for the
unexpected. Len Mackin has battled
hard to reach a level of observation
and rendering with good old 'oil on
canvas' productions. Although they
are small pieces, there is evidence in
this work, of a talent waiting to burst

Aboz;e:

A

print

Memory Lanes

detail

Right: Mo

from Corrine Spertcer's Intaglio

Enright\ThroughThe Mist

competent hand. These are works of
assurance and ingenuity coupled with
knowledge, and a mature creative
self. GardenAngel,both green and
pink, are utterly charming, and
examples of printed textiles, with
which one would love the world to be
enamoured. Corinna Spencer works
smallish but has big ideas, and seeks
to say so much within her etchings.
Here again one would like to see a
larger and more extensive exhibition
of her work. There is such scope for
development within a meaningful
framework. Yes, the group is multitalented and versatile, and one
wonders what 2012 will produce?

\7hat about 'The Grid', and
the selection of artists at Compton
Verney; and Bren Boardman, and
her unbelievable creative textile

creations with Nicola Richards's
ever confident and alluring ceramic
pieces, in Weston-under-\Wetherley;
and those well established artists such
as Andrew Flint with his enormous
pots and Mo Enright with her trees
and books; Libby January with
her new emancipated work; Moira
Lamont, et al. wit}l her prodigious
talent and skilful teaching; Shelia
Millward and her resolute nudes;
David Lewis for ever looking for
new architectural experiences and
viewpoints; Diana Davies who seems
to have moved into more dramatic,
colourful and expressive pictorial
zones; Mary Partridge with her ghoul
like cellar flimsy negatives hanging
like cobwebbed ghosts embodied
with past memoriesl Anne Cole's
restless diversity of style and subjectmatter in Kineton; Wendy Freeman's
hot palette paintings that invigorate
the senses and are very necessary in
Stratford; Dianne Greenway whose

t'.t

q

and if this is agreed then we can
expect some really powerful works to
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emerge.

work looks intriguing combining a
number of media to present unusual
images which could do with greater
visibility; Howard Watson whose
work is so delicate and colouristic
as to seem invisible; Bill Yardly
who is so established that his work
has the quality of sleepwalking,

with his loveable rams and other
animals that he is an institution
within an institution; what then, with
so many more well known artists
not mentioned, can we do? It is an
impossible task to cover all. rVe
welcome those who would like to
offer a critique and will draw up a list
of those who come forward in order
to cover WA\7 of 2012.
There are three more artists I
should like to mention briefly: Sarah
Hobson who is holding the artistic
flame for LSA alone in Ilmington in
her spacious and inviting new studio.
Her father, a well known artist and
scholar, an ex-colleague of mine, who
rescued Alfred \Waterhouse (18301905) from scholarly obscurity, and
has clearly endowed her with his
own artistic gifts. Perhaps she is over
endowed, for she seems to be able to

turn her hand to virtually anything:
landscapes, still life, seascapes,
abstraction; one could never be bored
in her studio and the work has quality
and assurance. Simon English whose
vision relates to 'Land Art' is one
of those artists who needs national

recognition, for the world to wake
up and realise they have another
Richard Long and his ilk in their
midst. His few finished works are
mind blowing and the sketches he
presented at Stratford Picture House
show what is possible. The gigantic
butterfly concept spread over an acre,
for example, would bring attention
to their plight and turn a small part

Lastly, but not least, Philip
Goddard's work needs mention as his
exhibition was a delight. This show
was full of imaginative wonders both
in terms of the three-dimensional
creations with their humble materials
but also the lyricism ofdisintegration
seen in the M6n prints which he has
recently produced. As he explains:
"The monotypes have been made by
printing components that I have used
in the painted constructions, then
over printed with drawn imagery".
These works are poetic recalling vast
expanses of sand, sky and windbreakers, with heightened colour
and overlapping forms. He is single
minded in his pursuit of excellence
and never deviates from his vision of
presenting aesthetic artefacts, which
eschew all commercial pretensions.
He asks of you to recognise beauty
in the oddly shaped, the discarded,
the seemingly unlovable which when
put together in a certain way has
fascination, appeal and strength. o
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of nature into a memorable aesthetic

Aboxe leJt: Diana Daxies' painting

experience. The Arts Council is
toying with the idea of sponsorship

Below: Fiona Metcalf

- Molly
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Wendy Campbell-Briggs and
Ann Loscombe introduce
the Tocil Bee Habitat Project
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came via a grant from Coventry City
Council. Wendy and Ann wanted
a sculpture that represented the
honey bee, but didn't want to be
too obvious. They came up with the

idea of a flower and as the foxglove
is known as 'the bee catcher'that
seemed ideal. The foxglove is another
endangered species, and a particular
favourite of honey bees. This plant
has also been used for medicinal
purposes for centuries and even has a
link to lJfarwickshire - the medicine
digitalin, a cardiac stimulant, was
formulated by a \Tarwickshire doctor
in 1785 and is still used today.
At their hrst meeting with the
metal artisans Pro-to-Type, (based
in Leamington Spar) the artists
discussed how the stem and leaves
should be made from mild steel so
that they took on a natural rusting
colour over time, and in contrast the
flowers and buds were to be made
of aluminium which would reflect
light and always look fresh and new.
Bee Catcher was erected in time for
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nvironmental art is an artform
that helps to improve our
relationship with the natural world.
There is no set-in-stone definition
and much environmental art is
ephemeral, specific to a particular
place, or involves collaborations
between artists and others.

The idea behind the Tocil Bee
Habitat Project was to raise awareness
of the plight of the British honey bee.
The artists worked with the support
of Dr David Chandler, (Entomologist
and Senior Research Scientist at the

Horticultural Research Institute,
Warwick University). The reasons
for honey bee decline are manifold,
but loss of habitat, pesticides and the
Varroa mite are all possible causes
most scientists and bee keepers
it is a combination of all
three. With Dr Chandler on board,
the artists had their key partner and
began the search for the best location
and for partners who would help
fulfil the project mandate: to plant

-

believe

wildflowers, introduce bees to the

community and create artwork that
identifies the environmental issues.
The land that was chosen lies
within the boundaries of tJTarwick
University - the meadow is flanked
by the ancient Tocil Vood and
the Millennium rWood which was
planted in 2000 by The \Toodland
Trust. Although the land is owned
by Coventry City Council, it is
managed on a long term lease by The
rJToodland Trust.
In 2009, the Warwickshire
branch of the Federation of \7omen's

Institutes made a commitment
to support scientific research into
honey bee decline and they agreed to
become partners in the project and
promptly set about raising funds.The
two artists contacted the \Tarwick
and Leamington Branch of the Bee
Keepers Association who generously
offered to site two bee hives, bring
in the bee colonies and manage the
hives thereafter. The final piece of
the jigsaw was to create and site the
sculpture. Funding for the artwork

'Warwickshire Artsweek
2010. The
hnished sculpture was 20ft high and
visible from all around the meadow
providing a constant reminder of
the symbiotic relationship we all
need to have with our environment.
Many people passed through the
meadow and saw the sculpture - the
most pleasing thing of all was that
people really understood what the
artists were doing. They saw that
the planting of the wildflowersJ
the location of the bee hives and
the addition of the sculpture all
marked the area as an important
environmental project, which was
also for the beneht of the local
community. As one such visitor said:
"...great to see such beautiful art
linked to environmental issues...the
foxglove is really impressive and hts in
well with the natural surroundings - I
hope it can stay in place for longer!

[It's] wonderful to see bees at work."
(Hilary Dent, Malvern.)
An important part of this long
term project was the creation of an
online blog which can be found via
\Tarwick lJniversity's website. The
Bee Keepers Association of Warwick
and Leamington will maintain the
hives and the honey harvested from
them, called 'Campus Honey', is
available at the University tea shop
and from the student's farmers
markets. o
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retrospective exhibition of the
life's work of the leading Irish
landscape painter T P Flanagan:
"a Haunter of Demesne and
Ditchback..." opened on August
27 atthe F E McWilliam Gallery
in Banbridge, Co. Down, Northern
Ireland. It runs until November 14.
Terry Flanagan was born on l5th
August 1929 in Enniskillen. Already
while he was still at secondary school
he showed considerable talent in
drawing. Encouraged by his aunts,
who reared him after his mother
died when he was only eleven, he
attended evening classes twice a
week with I{athleen Bridle. Bridle
was a water colourist of merit and
a graduate of

The Metropolitan

School in Dublin and the Royal
College of Art in London. He moved
to Belfast in 1949 as a scholarship
student to the College of Art where
the Painting Master was R C Togood

(1902-66) an inspirational teacher
who encouraged his students to
develop their own particular skills
and leanings; Linton, Blachshaw and
Mcl(instry were also students.

T P Flanagan began his own
teaching career in 1953 and was
appointed as a full time lecturer
in art at St. Mary's College of
Education in Belfast. He became
head of the Art School in 1965.
He encouraged students to take an
academic and disciplined approach
to painting and he urged them to
practise drawing. He continued as
head for 17 years until 1982 and
as an amiable and courteous man
was an influential and much loved
teacher. Meanwhile through all those
years he continued to paint and held
regular and successful exhibitions in
Dublin and Belfast. He was awarded
an Flonorary Doctorate of Arts from
The Royal College of Art, Belfast

some months ago. It is a fairly recent
thing for artists not to be involved
with landscape, or for them not to
be inspired by it, or to respond to
it in their paintings. Happily some

continue that long tradition and most,
whether they care to admit it or not,
are influenced by nature, and more
so than they often realise. For many
of us the growth of cities and the
development of sprawling suburbs
means that we have lost contact with
green fields and wild lakelands with
vast cloudy skies. In Ireland still,
where ever one lives, one is only
minutes away from such impact by
nature. Besides, we Irish have an
ongoing love affair with the weather.
$7e are constantly preoccupied with
it. Our greeting is La brea, Buicheas
le Dia (A fine day thank God).
Our first enquiry in a telephone
conversation more than usually
asks after the weather. It figures
in every news bulletin. Rebellious
youth, preoccupied with late night
city life, avoiding the discipline and
effort of mastering technique and
close observation, in their rush to
self-expression from their limited
experience of life, turn away from

the land and opt for different subject
matter. It is such a relief when visiting
exhibitions to come across good
landscape derived paintings.
The world over, throughout
the millennia) nature has been the
inspiration of our contemplation
and meditation, the source of much
of our joy. Across the history of
human endeavour it has been the
centre of our striving, its location,
its focus and the inspiration and
prompting of our deepest thoughts,
our philosophies, our theologies,
even our sciences. In our struggle for
survival, working for our comfort and
wellbeing, in reaching for our leisure
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and calm it has been there. William
STordsworth's immortal poem Tintern
Abbeg develops these many themes,

for example:
For I have learned
Tb look on nature not as in the hour

Of thoughtless youth: but hearing
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oftentimes
The still sad music of humanity.

Brian I(ennedy, in his introduction
to the 2003 exhibition 'Between
Sunlight And Shadows', says: "T P
Flanagan is no exception to these
influences and in many ways they
epitomise his art and in common

s.

with many of his distinguished
predecessors - Yeats and Henry
come instantly to mind - his ability
to express the universality of our
relationship to the landscape is one

\

of his finest achievements". Seamus
Heaney also wrote in his introduction
to the lovely catalogue ofthe great
1996 T P Flanagan exhibition: "...he
was showing me that in his case too,
the old command to go to nature and
be taught by the experience was the
primary one ... On the shore, on the
roadside, behind a turfstack on the
bog, his sketch pad would be out and
with a few quick strokes of the pencil
and a few stolen glimpses to check
the shape and the light the impulse
would be well on its way towards its

transformation".
The title of this show also comes
from Seamus: "We all know where

T

P Flanagan has been - Fermanagh,
Sligo, Donegal, haunter of demesne
and ditchback, sometimes dreaming
in light, sometimes going to earth,
sometimes philandering with water.
Yeats would have approved of the
way his personal emotion hovers
around a locale, the way in which he
has gradually made his art a prism
through which we now imagine the
beauty of these places, the way in
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which our senses have been tinctured
by his sensibility."
In this exhibition the paintings
grouped
are
in themes: The Lissadell
Theme, The Castle Coole Theme,
The Gortahork Theme, The Lagan
Theme, (the demesne and the
ditchback), and the Still Life Theme,
etc. It is a feature of his life work
that T P approaches his painting
with discipline and with method. It
is in character with the man. It is
what made him such a good teacher
and makes him such an enlightening
companion. In this way his work
often evolved through a series of
paintings. In coming to a subject,
painting such a series allowed him to
reach its essenceJ to treat it in depth,
to reveal more of its beauty and its
wonder, to draw us into it quietly and
with no sense of shock, to breathe
its tranquillity. For all his modesty
and amiability, his gentleness of
manner and courtesy of approach,
Terry Flanagan has also shown an
independence of mind and courage
of conviction. Very early in his career
he struck out to find his own path. As
Frost put it:
He took the one less taztelled by,
And that has made all the dffirence
In his early paintings of Donegal,
rather than 'take the easy way' and
follow closely in the tradition of
Barry, Roberts, Ashford and Hone,
of Henry, Craig and McKelvey and
paint the panoramas of mountain
and valley with nostalgic images
of rural domesticity; he chose to
depict the dark elemental forms
of that rich earth's lonely expanse.
From those early days he has always
chosen, in a process ofabstraction

and concentration, to home in
on what he saw as the essence of
the place. In choosing his subject
he shares his deeply felt response
to his insight into the inscape of
the landscape, the wonder of the
millennia of its formation, those dark
pools of mystery, the squelching soft
peat like 'black butter melting and
opening under foot'. Seamus Heaney
responded to his painting:
prairies
a big sun at eztenittg

We haae no
Tb slice

-

Eaergwhere the eye concedes to

Encroaching horizon,
Is wooed into the Cyclops'ege
Of a tarn.
Later when T P began his lifelong
engagement with the water laden
lands of Sligo and Fermanagh

he adapted his practice to his
vision, once again in a process
of controlled simplification and

modest abstraction. The result was
exquisitely beautiful compositions of
calm and stillness in response to his
chosen features ofthe structure ofthe
landscape and to that particular light
of the moisture freshened air of the
regions of Lissadell and Enniskillen.
All this was achieved through water
colour and his own very particular
and highly developed use of oil and
acrylic, thinly applied with precision
and layering to depict the living air
of dawn and dusk. His compositions
are usually frontal (diagonals rarely
appear), a play on the horizontal but
constantly upheld and given poise
by the use ofthe verticals oftrees or
rushes or fence. His colours are those
particular muted hues and greyness
of tones of this beautiful countryside.
Accurately observed and noted on his
early morning walks these colours are
his particular hallmark and make his

paintings so instantly recognisable as
his very own, those lovely grey greens,
violets, pinks, and cerulean blues.

In the introduction to the Arts
Council of Northern Ireland touring
exhibition he himself wrote: "I have
tried to record impressions of the
light in the western sky or trapped
and coloured in the dark avenues. I
have also tried to evoke the sound
of the sea and possibly something
of its presence unseen but somehow
reflected in the air". He comments
on one of his paintings, AlV4tite Sea:
"It seeks for that mood of calm on
an Autumn day when below the
woods the mists were lifting over
Sligo Bay and gradually disclosing
Queen Maeve's burial cairn high on
Knockarea mountain and beyond the
long grey flank of strand hill".
In the still life compositions one once
again imbibes that calm and peace
and the understated. One of the
marvellous aspects of the catalogue

for the 199511996 exhibition was the
inclusion of his personal comments
on some of the paintings shown in
it. Of one painting, A RoselVrapped
Up,he says: "The bowl in this
painting is part of a set of Victorian
china toiletries which had belonged

.F

to an aunt of mine. I use the same
bowl shape in the large composite
picture A Study In Silence, where the
bowl becomes a well, as it were, of
stillness. InA RoseWrapped Up the
pattern on the bowl has been omitted
to give the rose its exclusive place.

These days wedding bouquets and
funeral flowers are delivered in sealed
transparent wrappings, through which
the shapes of the flowers compete
with a shatter of reflected light. A
bouquet is a totally different object
before its wrapping is removed,
more impersonal than its intended
function. From as early as my student
days I had been impressed by an
essay of Bernard Berenson's entitled
The Ineloquent InArt in which he says:
"After sixty years of living on terms
of intimacy with every kind of work
of art, from every clime and every
period I am tempted to conclude that
in the long term the most satisfactory
orations are those which like Picasso's
and Cezanne's remain ineloquent,
mute with no urgent communication
to make and no thought of rousing us
with look and gesture. If they express
anything it is character, essence,
rather than momentary feeling or
purpose. They manifest potentiality
rather than activity. It is enough that
they exist in themselves".
Speaking of another of his
pictures, Coa,Flanagan says: "The
field, vivid with yellow ragwort, any
field like this one I have painted
seems at first sight an unlikely
subject, its very ordinariness making
it almost invisible.... but not if looked
at with love as an artist does faced
with a subject of his choosing". Yes,
the eloquence of ineloquence!
For the exhibition he curated
drawn from the Ulster Museum's
own collection Terry chose mostly
landscape paintings; works by
Henry, Middleton, and Le Brocquy,
for their display of a subtlety in
their manipulation of close tonal
relationships.

There is an authenticity in
Terry's work which is entirely in
keeping with the character of the man
I have come to know and admire.
It comes from his life's experience,
deeply felt, closely observed, quietly
reflected on and contemplated at
length. He loves what he chooses
to depict and it shows. The painting
itself, his vision concentrated,

simplified and abstracted, exquisitely
composed (for no painting of his is

as a glance

through an open window

transferred to canvas) masterfully
expressed through a technique
perfected through years of practise
and study. Brian I(ennedy quotes
from an interview with Terry that his
aim as a painter is, in his own words,
to communicate a personal vision of
the landscape as seen, experienced,
felt.
His aim then has been to depict
in paint the essential characteristics
of the scene, to communicate the
instance of feeling which first moved
the artist, a sudden perception of
the deeper pattern) the order and
unity which gives a meaning to those
external forms, that which surprises
us by joy so that we become aware of
the stress, the power which founds it,
underlies it, keeps it in being, gives
it its unity. In his company one sees
how attentively he looks, how slowly
he speaks, how precisely he expresses
himself, readily prepared to qualif,i,
and how enthusiastically he shares.
Seamus Heaney whose friendship and
understanding of TP is longstanding
writes "\7hat is equally necessary for
achievement is intelligent dedication
between times, a critical balancing of
self knowledge and self challenge, a
long maturation of the sixth sense in

dl

celebrate. It is quiet, calm, peaceful
and understated, feeding a joy that is
pensive and lasting:
With an eye made quiet by the
power

Of harmony and the deep power of

joy I

so

We see

thatJ
into the life of things.

(lVilliam Wordsworth)
He is at one with his friend John
Hewitt:
I write for my own kind
I do not pitch my

voice

That eaery phrase be heard

By those who haae no choice.
Their quality of mind

Must

be
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As moth that answers moth
Across a roaring hill.
In some more recent work in which
the individual brush strokes are more
clearly evident T P shows some of
the dynamism of painterly activity
but the compositions' combination
of horizontal and vertical elements
and the choice of colour maintain
the sense of balance, the spirit of
calm and peace as of old while the
introduction of some brighter hues
give a new experience of vitality
There is life in this mature
man yet! O
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critical intelligence".
\Tatercolour demands an
assurance of technique. His particular
way of using oils does too. There
are no hidden layers ofrushed and
careless application. There is that
apparent effortless ease that comes
only from deep study and repeated
practise. His daily discipline of
concentrated work at his easel has
been sustained even through recent
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years when his health has posed a

challenge. Recently, on receiving
his honorary doctorate, he paid
tribute to his wife Sheila, who made
it possible for him to have the time
undisturbed to concentrate on his

painting. "The Flanagan sensibility
inclines to the lyric and the opulent",
writes Heaney; "He is in tune with
the notion of an earthly paradise and
hence the radiance of the painting is
entirely this worldly." But I would
add this: it is an earthly paradise that
is not bucolic, noisy or frenetic in
the way so many of our time like to
Preaious page:T P Flanagan,A RoseWrapped Up

(1) (1974) oil on board,76.2 x 63.5cns
Priaate Collectiort
Right:T P Flanagart at
Ferntanagh, circal 97 1

Lalee Acrussel, Comtty
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ls it Art? - a response to
Ray Racy by Andrew Stibbs
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welcomed Ray Racy's article 'Can
we be sure it is Art?' in ArtSpace
No.32, particularly for his distinction
between the intrinsic and extrinsic
values of an art object. It's useful to
remind ourselves what we take for
granted in pursuing our obsessions,
especially when we have to justiSr it to
others.
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He implied the basis for
evaluating art, the factors relevant
to judging an art objects' "...merits
- or demerits - as a work of art..."
(ArtSpace No.32, page 36). I agree
that formal aesthetic qualities are
essential, and indeed the primary,
features of an art object. Our
appreciation of a painting's formal
qualities are the easiest to compare
with others; the parallels, contrasts,
rhythms, repetitions, oppositions,
etc., ofshapes, lines, textures, tones
and colours. But as Ray suggested
different people may also legitimately
have different subjective reasons
for liking or disliking an art object
prompted by features which are
not inherent in the object, such as
a landscape that reminds one of a

holiday.
However, I propose, tentatively,
two other criteria. One of them might
seem superhcial, and the other might
even seem heretical and to overlap
with those extrinsic, subjective,
attractrons.
It is a virtue, almost a condition

of its being 'art', that a painting
should be physically and in itself
'appealing'. I use that weak word with
hesitation because it might suggest
something merely superficially odd
or pretty for example. But I mean
it to encompass stronger qualities
such as being intriguing, striking,
astonishingly various, sensuously
pretty, shockingly ugly or of a
type not previously encountered

or imagined. Such 'appeal' seems

important because it plays such a big
part in art's non-utilitarian function
of enhancing vision. Our lives are
enriched by excitement about the
colours, textures and lines we see in
our surroundings, and our sensitivity
to them is amplified by seeing them
exhibited, named, and framed as 'art'.
So while an art object should have
those exciting and satisfuing aesthetic
qualities, it should also be arresting
and 'appealing' for its sensuous
qualities.
The other attribute required
from an art object is 'human
meaning'. Human meaning includes
many of those extrinsic 'additional'
features which Ray Racy properly says
are irrelevant to evaluation as art. I
agree that the depiction of something

specially interesting, evocative or

erotic to a particular viewer, or the
depiction of handsome people, cute
dogs, or picturesque hovels, has
no bearing on how good are the
representations ofthem as art, or
whether or not they should count as
art at all. I also agree that admiration
of an artist's technical skill, or
exuberant gesture, or a sympathy
produced by some knowledge
(Rembrandt's second wife's social
status when he depicted her as
Bathsheba for example) are irrelevant

to a painting's status as 'art'. Such
appeals will vary from viewer to
viewer and do not lend themselves to
useful aesthetic debate.
But there are other components
of art, sensuous or formal, which
produce human meanings and are
intrinsic to the art work and open to
discussion. I suggest that some of the
power of even an abstract painting
(and I query if there is such a thing)
comes from a connection between
its aesthetically self-suffrcient formal

features and the appearance of
objects in the visual experience in life,
especially objects charged with special
powerful feelings. So, circles in a
painting can't help suggesting to us,
often at a subconscious level, heads
or breasts or suns. Vertical marks
hint at figures or trees, and other
shapes hint at crucifixes, or seeds.
The signihcances depend on shared

cultures: contemporary Britons might
see mushroom shapes as nuclear
clouds or patchworks as agricultural
landscapes. It's a parallel to the
way people appreciate paintings of
pots and bottles - they evoke those
other curved containers of vital
fluids - bodies. Abstract paintings
make moods with their colours:
Rothko suggests'meteorology',

Pollock'entanglement', Gottlieb
'explosions' and Mondrian 'urban
maps'. Without such hints at human
meaning, abstract painting could be
in danger of turning into wallpaper!
I am encouraged in this belief by
the fact that even so-called abstract
paintings have a right way up. Formal
compositions which'work' when
they are one way up do not do so
when inverted or rotated through a
right angle because an expectation of
gravity infiltrates our appreciation of a
formal composition, and we are more
tolerant of asymmetry top-to-bottom
than side-to-side.
Like Ray Racy in his article I
have confined myself to visual art,
and moreover only to 2D visual art.
I am sure that, as he hints in what he
says about Bach and composition,
his model, like my tentative threefold
model of 'conditions for art'; appeal,
aesthetic structure, human meaning could be extended to different art in
other media.
How else could art attract us,
satist/ and excite us, and have a
meaning for us? o

aris, that traditional centre for
painters is losing its grip: it
allowed Dominica Vaughan to escape
back to England with her work. It is
unlikely that there are other painters
across the Channel who produce
anything as singular and interesting
as this work, so we must be especially
glad that she will now be working

Dominica Vaughan's exh bition
at Galleryl5O: a review by
Josephine Howard
i
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here, for some time it is hoped.

One sensed immediately that
there was something sinister going
on in many of these paintings

-something fatally attractive. The
word L'Esclavage gives us a clue for
it translates as slavery, something for
which our outer selves do not care.
Not all the work was in this vein but
it formed a significant part of the
whole. There were mysterious smaller
paintings of things trapped behind
wire fences or spider webs, (but will
they be trapped forever?) They were
slowly escaping perhaps. Not willing
slaves then, although some of the
other, larger and more impressive
works seemed ambiguous on the
subject. The frightful hobbling of
recently fashionable shoes not meant
for walking were displayed on legs
provocatively crossed, and I thought
that the best of these was L'Esclaztage
II and IlEsclaaage III. T}re figures are
not fully represented, so we cannot

From Leamington to Paris and bach again, G 1 50,

1

2

April to 7 May
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tell if the experience of wearing these
instruments on the feet involves pain,
or pleasure, or playfulness. The great
mystery is why men find such displays
erotic) what is it about such heels and
dangerous soles and various straps
and buckles? It can only represent
the inability of the female to escape
from whatever attention she may
receive, welcome or not. Is the 'Story
of O' playful or hideously serious?
One painting with which I was
familiar with was Le Grand Duc, and
yet it remains a complete mystery
to me. I find it quite terri$ring
and I once asked the artist about
the horrihc burned appearance of
the hgure and she replied "but he
suryived!"
Equally mysterious but more
engaging was EmergenceVl - an
image with a healthy and luscious
Pre-Raphaelite echo but with more
energy and grit. This 'Ophelia' could
suddenly jump out of the bath and

shout "just joking"
believe that

-

although

I

it is an important image

of psychological transformation to full
consciousness of life.
Not as apparently passive, but
still from another dimension, was
Emergence X.My impression of the
colours used was ofa great deal of
venous or dried blood, not at all
the hackneyed comfort of velvet
furnishings but some other range
of paint shades resembling stains
and spills, a craquelure of richly
experienced events. Here was an
evocation of Francis Bacon, who
stated that he could see beauty in
wounds, and indeed it was there if
you Cared to be visually receptive
beyond the usual initial reaction.
A minority of the figures were clearly,
as

in Resurrection 2001, images

surfacing out of the pain of a cruel
nightmare, and there was one of

a figure being drawn back

into

a

'death-in-life'- the phosphorescent
green as of decay the only relief. I was
impressed with Dominica's drawing

skills too, the rubbed pencil technique
created a clever liveliness.

As for liking rather than admiring
and wondering, I thought Gerda
was the best in the show. This was

a

portrait which I thought very 'French'
indeed

- the woman is obviously
capable of the Can-Can and minding
a bar at the Folies Bergere. This piece
was a delightfully executed painting,
in an original and clear style, very
precise although not at all natural
colours, but which gave a very human
appearance to flesh and teeth. Ms
Vaughan could go in the direction
of portrait painting and be very
successful. This show was more than
interesting and we are fortunate to
have this artist in our midst again. o
Left: IlEsclaaage
92

x

II

(2009) oil on canvas,

155 cm

Above: Gerda (2009) oil on cawas, 195 x 215cm

Patricia
Preece
reviews the
LSA Summer
Show 2010
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ohn Rothenstein, in his
introduction to Modertt English
Pairiers, wondered what will
happen to the artist of the future
who has access to more knowledge
about art than ever before. Blake's

imagination and art was fired up by
seeing a lew prints alter paintings

that we have more information than
we can read and can draw from the

by Michaelangelo; nowadays, says
Rothenstein in 1952, with very
little effort the provincial artist can
discover about the sculpture of the
Etruscans! It was his view that too
much information will stop artists
developing passionate conviction and
disinclines them against the intensive.
The art movements of the past
which were fired by a unihed vision
will be replaced by a fragmented
and directionless art. Little did he
know that I would be able to google
'Etruscan scuipture' and see dozens
of images in a matter of seconds.
As I walked around the LSA
Summer Show at Warwickshire
College, I thought that this is a good
example of what art looks like now

broadest possible references. Art
looks like everything and the pleasure
comes from observing its diversity.
This diversity does make a reviewer's

job rather difficult and I will
apologize in advance that I have no
knowledge to describe some of the
work. However, it would be wrong

not to mention Brenda Boardman's
Black andlY/ltite Lantp

-

which was

wonderful and I want one - and I
particularly liked Rachel David's
needlework Ur"ls. Last year, I was
able to extract a narrative from Terry
$Tebster's entry to the show but
suffice to say this year's sculpture
entitled Wild Boar

Bo1,

was simply

brilliantly made by a man with
wonderful imagination.

a

art dealer.
I am always delighted to see the
work of Beatrice Hoffman on display
and I was particularly enamoured
with her bronze Flying Couple which
showed one hgure using his arms
and legs to lift another, as if he were
flying. The relationship between them
might be one of parent and child
except both figures are evenly sized
but one is clearly the supporter and

c:
al

a
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facilitator. There is an echo here in
Beatrice's own life through the work
she does with art therapy for disabled

In 2005, when

asked who his
influences were, Steve Phillips said:
"The whole lot" and he continues
to be the most eclectic of artists. It
is impossible to spot a Steve Phillips
at the Summer Show I have found
because he has a new style every
time and his technique is always
impeccable. His latest piece, Earth's
End, is an imagined landscape that
can be viewed as both delightful and
terrible in turns. His picture of a
shoreline is cut across with slashes
of red which might be viewed as
blood- but Steve doesn't let us
off that easily because the picture
refuses to be sinister and the colour
becomes part of the tranquil coastal
scene. Rothenstein was wrong; while

Steve's work lacks a single unifiiing
theme, it never lacks intensity.
Wendy Campbell-Briggs is an
artist of intensity who has a unified

theme for her art - the survival of
the planet and its animals. Her
work, entitled Species Loss, is a frame
measuring 1.5m x 3m from which
are suspended pods representing
individual animal cells. The pods,
which are made of porcelain and
suspended by alpaca hair are tagged
and numbered as if they have been
catalogued by a museum for future
generations to see. Some of the pods
are fired in a kiln and then smoked
fired to represent the devastation
Right: Pixie Warburton, Rentet nbrance

(l

wheeled

with the Stars) (2010)oil on canua\ 1 10 x 125 cnt
Left: Judith Hichlittg, Ro urtd-a-Botrt
acrylic ort canaas, 1 50 x I 50 att

(2 0

1

0)

Aboae: Beatrice Hffiuar4 Fbitry Couple, (2004)
brortse resirt, 32 x 52 x 12 on (approx)

wrought by the clearing of the rain
forests by fire. This is a fine statement
and a striking piece of art that is all
the more powerful for being viewed
next to more traditional forms of art
at the exhibition.Wendy is part of an
environmental project at $Tarwick
University and her CV includes
experience with both fine art and fine
wine making. Her's is a very suitable
new addition to the LSA community
- I was delighted to see that the work
sold on the opening night to a local

children - this strikes me as a very
personal piece of work where one
figure is made to fly by the stronger
facilitating figure below with the act
captured in a sculpture. The figures
have no differentiating features this is how Beatrice tells us that her
work is about people and the nature
of people. It is telling us something
about the essence ofthings rather
than the particular. This work has
an optimism and sense of fun that is
unusually charming.
Following his show at Gallery
150, Gerry Smith continues his
exploration of the space where
painting meets photography. In
two large photographs Manhattan
Skyscrapers, all the details are
removed so that all that remains
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lYheeled with the Stars
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Aboae:Wendlt Carnpbell Briggs, Species Loss
(2010)tnixed rnedia, 150 x 300 un.
Below right: Grace Newntan, Priaate Manber
(2010) rnixed ntedia, 12 x 6 cnt.
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Remembered, (IWheeled with the Stars)
has created a piece that comments
on her own journey through the
creative process. At first, the canvas
appears to be divided in the centre
between black at the bottom and
white at the top. However, closer
inspection reveals colours, shapes
and textures and the painting is far

from monochrome. The subtitle

Uj

\}-

\

interpreted and understood. Seen in
that context, I believe that this is an
incredibly successful piece that has
the power to excite.
Emerging out of the darkness
into the light (you may recall that at
last year's show, both of her entries
were black), Pixie \Warburton's

are flat and straight surfaces. These
create geometrical patterns depriving
the picture of conventional meaning
and it becomes entirely about surface
and colour. This picture reveals
nothing and aims to explain nothing
- but this is utterly intentional. In one
sense, this work is unromantic and
cold; but in another, it is part of the

democratization and demystification
of painting that produced Pop Art.
Gerry's work found its perfect
counterpoint on the wall opposite
- the existentialist George Taylor's
abstract expressionism. Here, as
always, George explores what is felt
rather than what is seen - he is not
concerned with the surface of things.
His art tries to take his sensed world
and commit it to canvas so that it can
be communicated to the viewer as a
feeling. The exhibited work, Sanuye,
is a vivid splash of yellow populated
with symbols that hint at meaning.
It is common in George's work to
see the abstraction played out within
the context of a physical landscape
but, what is interesting here is that
there is little evidence of any physical
contex - although the title (which is
a native American word meaning a
red cloud that appears at sundown)
suggests that I may not be looking
hard enough. \7onderfully, he has
created an abstract work with few
clues to interfere with the sense that
the painting should be felt rather than

-

-

1

reveals a lot

about the picture's meaning. The
line is from a poem by the Spanish
poet Pablo Neruda about an artist
finding meaning in the abyss
through the creative process - Pixie's
medium is different but she is on the
same search for meaning through
art. There's black and white, says
the picture, but I can see shapes and
colours and texture that reconcile the
two extremes and create a synthesis.
The picture is about the freedom that
comes from understanding that all
these colours and shades are all part
of the same universe, that it is whole
and you are one part of it.
So we stop for a second and
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Neil Moore. I had not

seen this picture before and Quients
is a remarkable portrait of a young

woman holding a feather - this is a
less provocative subject than many
of Neil's paintings and caused me to
reflect that there is still something
that connects this to his other works
- its exploration of the I(antian
Sublime. To explain; I(ant defines
two types of finer feelings; the
beautiful and the sublime. Examples
of feelings of the beautiful are the
sight of flower beds, grazing flocks,
and daylight. Feelings of the sublime
are the result of seeing mountain
peaks, raging storms) and night. The
beautiful is perfect and nourishing;
sublime is broken and dangerous.
The beautiful shows us a glimpse of
heavenl the sublime is the awe that
comes from understanding reality and
humanity. For me, this conflicting
emotions that go into looking at a
Neil Moore painting; the shouting
women; the naked prom queens; the
baby juggling; the androgeny and the
sexual awakenings are all expressions
of the sublime. They make for
complicated enjoyment. Quietus
shows us that most perfect expression
of the sublime - melancholy. It is a
less provocative subject than normal
but still deals with the duality of being
human which is a fractured beauty.
I always admire Dominica Vaughan's
work, but until now, I never wanted
to take one home. llOffrande (Thc

Offering) is a serious work and one
which deals unflinchingly with its
subject. The subject is the artist's
reaction to Bernini's sculpture Zfte
Ecstasy of St Theresa which shows St
Theresa encountering the Holy Spirit
in a moment of ecstacy or rapture
that many have argued looks like a
moment of orgasm.
If the painting were about
the fine line between sensual and
spiritual pleasure this would be
interesting enough; but Dominica's
Theresa seems to be praying for an
orgasm rather than experiencing
one and this evokes a far wider and
more interesting theme. The uneasy
reconciliation between piety and
god-given feelings of lust is handled
perfectly by Dominica and has, at its
heart, the acceptance ofthe sexuality
of women as its sub ject. If saints
have genitals too, she seems to be
saying, why would they not pray to
their Father for ecstasy? Dominica's

Theresa has her eyes upturned

and is brazenly exposed as she
prays for divine intervention - our
heroine is shrouded in the autumnal
colour palette that we expect from

Dominica but this remains (as far
as I am aware) a very original piece
from her. Dominica's calling is to
challenge our preconceptions and
make us re-think our prejudices
about life, women and sexuality.
Like Neil Moore, she has succeeded

in painting the human condition
uncompromisingly.
On the subject of
uncompromlslng women, lt was
a delight to see Grace Newman's

It

screwed to the wall. Grace is another
artist who seems to be driven to

communicate her message - in this
case, she is exploring the relationship
between the body and medical
science. Her mission is intensified
b1- her own experience of illness. As
\\'e expect from Grace, the work has a
s-onderful symmetry and order about
it; it is put together with clinical
care. The replacement of body
parts with medical equipment deals
rvith our ambiguous feelings about
invasive medical treatment and organ
replacement which we view as both
medically wonderful and instinctively
horrible.
was particularly impressed

seems a shame to end the

review without mentioning the

Priz'ate Member which was a penis
created from a surgical syringe and

I

you the artist is himself, little older
than the subject of his picture. The
drawing is competent but it is
the maturity demonstrated in the
iuxtaposition of the two parts of the
work that suggests an imagination
older than his years. There is no need
to patronise the artist here - he may
be young, but I don't think the work
would be executed much better if he
were older - but I do think the work
would be so much less interesting if
the artist were older.

success of Jan Rawnsley's Flight
over the Sands, Sheila Milward's
Gatecrasher atThte Modern or Judith

Hickling's Round-a-bour, which I
think are the finest works I have
seen from these artists. So I've done
that now. To return to my original
point of departure, I think that John
Rothenstein would be impressed by
the intensity of the work that was

exhibited at the Summer

Show

art

is still made that explores the human
condition with commitment and
passion. He would be surprised at
the unified vision of some of the
artists and the eclecticism of others.
There is one point, however, about
which he might be correct the
variety of influences has deprived us

of art movements where a group of
artists share a vision and method.
This has been replaced by a group of
singular visions who are influenced
by artists on other continents rather
than the artists that they might meet
in the coffee shops and wine bars of
Leamington. I concede that there is a

bit of a shame in that. o

Belozo: Sal

Higgits, Se[ Seer (2010) oil and

ntixed tttedia on canDas, 125 x 95 ott

with

the nude painted by Sal Higgens.
Entitled Self Seer, the painting of a
\\'oman with arms raised to her head
is put together with such freshness
and vigour that you could be forgiven

for thinking it might be still wet.
Drips of pink paint fall down her
body like blood and it seems that Sal
is painting her model from the inside
out. The nude positively throbs with
the veinal reality of what it is like to
be human and have blood pumping
round your body. The raw emotional
quality of the work impresses but,
more than this, it is Sal's refusal to
deliver a beautiful picture because it
s'ould tell us less about what it is to
be human. I am delighted to say that
this picture is a little unsettling.
Connor Phipps contributed
a pencil drawing over pages torn
tiom the novel Dracula showing the
innocent face of a small boy - entitled
lhtnpire. The large eyes of the boy
and the sinister nature of the text
stand in good contrast to create a
fractured and interesting piece that is
compelling long before someone tells
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Vivid 201 0-a
festival of light,
music & ideas:

Jenny
Phillipson
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am wearing four layers of clothing,
a scarf and a coat, I am indoors sat
at my kitchen table and here is the
kicker: I live in Sydney, Australia.
When thinking of my new life on the
other side of the world I imagined
beaches and the glimmering harbour.
I imagined the sea and the lazy days
with my feet between the sand and

most of all I imagined being bathed
in a constant stream of warmth and

light.

It is therefore with some surprise
that I find myself shivering in the
middle of the day and realising that
no one admits it gets cold here. They
seem to accept it in Melbourne where
central heating and double-glazing arc
commonplace but Sydneysiders seem
resolute in their reluctance to ever
admit that for 8 weeks of the year you
are unlikely to feel your extremities.
It was with some joy then that

I made my favourite evening walk
across Sydney Harbour bridge and
saw, rising from the black sea of
the harbour, the sails of the Opera
House dressed in fetching fluorescent
pink, changing to khaki and then
to a striking leopard skin, and then
my favourite of all, the black and
white images of feathers falling and
miniature disco balls glinting across
at me. The Vivid Festival is on and
it is giving a much needed glow
to the winter in Sydney. The light
show continued across the landmark
buildings of the Sydney including
Parliament House, the State Library
and Hyde Park Barracks with the
beautiful images breathing new
life into the wall and structures causing the kind of warmth amongst
the crowds that I can usually only
find in my more familiar Northern
hemisphere Christmas markets. It is
stunning and there is a buzz about
the city that lights me up and makes
me fall in love with this city all over
agarn.

The Vivid festival brings together
creative talent from around the globe
and extends beyond the light show:
there is a packed schedule of live

music and a four-night family friendly
performance on the harbour of Rocks
Fire Water - the story of the voyage
of the Sydney Cove tall ship sent from
Calcutta in 1797 by merchant Robert
Campbell. I can't say I watched the
whole performance) but I enjoyed
the music and stayed close to the fire
sculptures which had the dual beauty
of being both visually stunning and,
let's face it, warm! I really could not
tear myself away from the sight of
the Opera House light-show, to me
it is the most beautiful building in
the world at any time of day and in
any light, but to see her sails glow so
brilliant is a never-to-be-forgotten

sight to behold and one I relish to see
next year.
Without a doubt, summer is
when Sydney comes into its own and
mother nature is all that is needed
to make her shine, but if you do hnd
yourself heading this way on a wintery
day between May and June do take
the time to enjoy the Vivid Festival,
it's worth it... just remember your
coat, and find out where the fire
sculptures are! o

Abote: Sydnelt Opera Hottse
Left:fire sculpttre
Below: Sydney Coue tall ship
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Dave Phillips
reviews Streets
Seen & Moments

Prive by

Clive Richards
& Gerry Smith
his was a clever, pictorially rich
and, in a strange way, quite
n'roving exhibition of differing sorts of
:magery. What we saw was the rapid,

quick fire of opportunity seized when
a moment presents itself.
In looking at 'Streets Seen'by
Clive I was immediately alerted to
rhe cleverness in the title (i.e., not
Scenes) and the resulting pictures.
These were smallish and they
.hou'ed how an eagle eye with a zany
r-ieu'point can surprise us.The scenes
\\'ere enormously varied, from veils of
diaphanous silk blowing in a shoptiont to reveal nude models, or torn
pr)sters or a profusion of hats looking
lor olvners, or a sweeping brush
simply left propped up innocuously.
His range is considerable so that
\\'e see the poignant as well as the
absurd, the ridiculous as against the

profound. These were reportages

of a sophisticated psyche immersed
in art and design taking time off to
catch the world idiosyncratically. In
short he has gone 'visually slumming',
and these images are so bright, so
vivid and so alive as examples of
'untutored art', which Clive has
caught with his razor keen eye, his

innate love of balanced composition,
his mischievous sense of humour, and
his zest for life. They were there to be
enjoyed, to amuse) to make you think,
to challenge you as to whether you
too could snap at the right moment,
and enrich your experience as you
visually encounter the world.
In the case of 'Moments Prives'
by Gerry one saw a different aspect
which still shared something of
Clive's vision, but wanting to probe
more deeply beneath the surface.
These were much larger images of
couples lying by a wall on a shingle
beach unaware they have been
transported into the domain of Art.
There was more coherence to these
images and they were formed by a
different intention. The images in
no way sought to titillate, for the
depiction was of the concept of the
ordinary in love, which seems to
mean being together, on a Iess than
exciting location. There is no lovely
soft sand for them to lie on, as they
nestle together. The presentation of
the images were on roller blinds and
the quality of light caught became
an integral aspect of the image. The
artist did not seek to sensationalise

and was clearly as fascinated in
the composition by the effect of
the shingle as the presence of the
protagonists. Yet there was poignancy
here as caught in the titles, with the

cl
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e_

"IF ONLY..." prefix, to which the
artist added as titles to the imagery
to give it continuity. So: If Only...we
could haae another life...he would lozte
nte rnore...I couldfind a better ntan...I
could stag here forever...he had sonte
intelligence...the dog would stop barking.

As you came to the end of this
series, facing you were other images
which made up the ensemble, such
as a single dog on the water's edge
obviously barking! This seemed a

23
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parody of Courbet's famous painting
of an individual depicted against the
sea. The longing encapsulated in the

c)

(\

titles belies the response to the images
and created its own frisson.
What both artists have in
common is an interest in the
unexpected, aided and abetted by a
sort oI voyeurism of the innocent.
These were photographs of scenes
which will keep your mind alert, as
you look at what at first sight is the
banal edge to existence. Beneath
the surface though both artists seek,
in their different ways, to explore
the varying facets which make
up life in varying contexts. This
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stimulating exhibition confirmed their
achievements in this respect. o
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Streets Seen (g Moments Pria6, G150
21 June to 7 July 2010
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1bL)ae: An aisitor to the PriztateViezu contentplates work b)t Clioe Richards
!?tgln:The two artists, Gerrlt 9n1117 (lef) artd Cliue Richards (right) clowting at the prbate view infront
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tVature Spirit:

Bethan Pierce
Jones
reviewed by
Julie de
Bastion
ethan Pierce Jones is a young
emerging artist and photographer
promise. 'Nature Spirit'was
great
of
her debut solo show and was held
at Gaia throughout May 2010. Her
work has taken her to the Caribbean
Islands where she is a photographer
for a local charity. The exhibition
ofphotographs taken in the course
of her work was interesting because
it took the visitor beyond the
conventional touristic stereotypes of
travel to the Caribbean.
Her sensitive portraits of the local
inhabitants demonstrate her keen eye
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for opposing forces, and capturing
nuances that express both joy and
pathos. Clearly, in these marvellous
faces, the natural exuberance and
solidity of spirit shone through the
obvious constraints of sickness,
age and poverty.

In a place where

paintings, recalling Rothko. Brightly
spray-painted dead car'carcasses'
nestled into the encroaching jungle
seeming to touch on the irony of
Warhol's Car Crash series of the early
1960s.

These images evoke a strange

the natural beauty of the islands is

kind of Paradise Lost, hinting that

punctuated with the fall out of debris
from mechanical modernity, Bethan's
laconic sensibility brought contrasts
into sharp focus. Highlighted
amongst all this natural glory, red
rusted ship parts lay under tropical
blue skies, and became abstract

the beauty of the islands remains
undaunted by whatever is thrown
at it by accident or intent. Bethan's
sensitive vision fuses this amalgam
with light and allows us, the viewer,
to engage with the experience of her
images with serenity, space and calm.
A slightly disquieting medley of
opposing forces greets us, and
lifts the veil of expected imagery
familiarised by holiday brochure
pictures of this part of the world.
Betfran's photography reveals and
presents the work of a talented
newcomer and I eagerly await her
next contribution. a

Aboae: Abandoned Car (2009) digital photograph

45.5cm x 57an
Below left: Portrait

#

I

(2 0 I

0) digital photograph

45.5an x 57cm
Below right: RustTiiptich part three (2010)
digital photograph 105cm x 54cm
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Gallery 150
reviewed by
Terry Webster
lolttt Hunt,

G
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50, I 9 to 30 July 2010
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he new Galleryl50 was the ideal
venue to show the new work of
John Hunt. John is a contemporary
trf mine. \We both attended
Birmingham College of Art and
experienced the varied disciplines
,'f a traditional foundation course.
John went on to study fine art while I

n'ent into the illustration department.
Iohn's journey from a figurative
base camp to the higher reaches of
abstraction has been remarkable.
On entering the gallery the four
impressive large paintings seen on
rhe far wall really set the tone of the
exhibition. Although abstract they
evoke dreamscapes, allowing the
imagination to roam free. They allow
r\fle to sense atmosphere, interior
and exterior environments by the
use of varying colours, shapes and
Iestures. Pollock-like splashes, hints
trf form and colour plains are divided
and contained by hard edges giving
a collage effect, collage being part of
John's preparatory process.
Stanley's game, John's most
recent painting and my personal
tavourite, is a rich conglomerate
.rf different techniques. It contains
most of the elements touched on
rhroughout the exhibition and
n'orks like a filmmaker's storyboard
iiagmented into a jigsaw of intriguing,
nalf seen images.
John's own descriptive notes
;r'oke the underlying inspiration
tbr the painting : "S7hen I was a
:hild my father bought a small cine
.amera together with a number of
tilms, silent ones of course, from
one of his workmates. \7e would
have a 'cinema at home' evening
about once a month when dad would
set up the silvered screen and the

little Pathescope projector which
ilas driven by a small DC electric
motor. The motor was wired to a
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regulator that allowed the speed of
the film to be adjusted so that people
in the picture seemed to move at a
reasonable pace. IJnfortunately this
set-up caused the film to break quite
regularly and necessitated the use
of a film splicer and some solvent to
make a repair. When this became
a pain, father would shut off the
motor and fit a small crank-handle
to the projector and turn the film by
hand. This worked quite well but it
was difficult to maintain a constant
r.p.m. And at times the film would
slow down to a point where the
change from one frame to the next
became noticeable: the traditional
'flicks'. I remember those evenings
with immense fondness. About a
year ago I was in an Oxfam shop
and I bought a book ofblack and
white photographs taken by Stanley
Kubrick and his friends on the
production sets of his films. Some
ofthe photographs taken during the
making of 2001: a space odyssey show
that the walls of I(ubrick's office
were covered with large SASCO wall
charts which he used in the planning
of shots on "2001" Each segment
of the charts contained an item of
information, photograph, drawing
or printed or written text. He was
said to be very fond of the system. It
looked as though he was constructing
the film by using dozens of discreet
images as prompt cards to help him
organise the sequences ofthe picture,

hundreds of bits of information
that would eventually produce that

final, continuous, celluloid story.
I sometimes think that paintings
are not unlike films, lots of bits of
information collaged together"

All John's personal notes placed
by the relevant paintings were
inciteful and clearly explained his
motivation. John's recent paintings,
produced in the privacy of his Barford
studio, were something of a revelation
to his friends and acquaintances. A
combination of imagination, hard
work, integrity and a deep knowledge
and interest in recent developments
in contemporary art is evident.
Abstraction is not an easy option
beginners beware. a
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Aboae: Johrt Hurtt startdirry ht front of his pahtting,
Statilelt's Gartte, on tl'te evenittg oJ tlte priaate aiew
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Glimpses at
The Studio at
the Mill
ne of the delights of rural England with its churches, pubs
and John Major's warm beer is the
rural art gallery. Usually tucked away
in an agreeable corner, often utilising otherwise redundant premises
they signal the possibility of personal
realisation for scores oftalented and
focused folk.
Sue Lewis-Blake's The Studio at
the Mill, Little Shrewley, Warwickshire, is just such a location. Situated
off the Old Warwick Road on the side

of the village where grass snakes are
still common (this information kindly
supplied by a visiting art viewing vet)
it is an idyllic combination of working studio and gallery. I use the word
'idyllic' to mean that picture postcard
'twee-ness' is not the keynote here.
The Mill building actually has quite
a cheap, unattractive brick exterior;
inside however the gallery is light,
airy with pleasingly high ceilings all of
which combine to provide a splendid
showcase for any artist's work.
Why all this descriptive guff
about the building though? Let's get
to the art! Indeed the focus of this
summer's exhibition was buildings,
or more precisely interiors. Sue
Lewis-Blake's choice of subject
included Charlecote Park, where she
was artist-in-residence for a time,
and the Abbey Chateau of Camon
in South West France. The Camon
subject generated some very fine
work indeed. I was particularly taken
by a work in progress: Sixteen Lights/
SixteenTunnels, an oil on canvas which
explores the effects of light and shade
on the numerous nooks and crannies

of

a

building whose chequered

history spans monastic asceticism to
modern comfort. As viewers we are all
individual sounding boards seeking,
if possible, a creative resonance
with artists and for me this piece

spoke of Jorge Luis Borges and his

'Labyrinth' theme. Most of all, for the
original art enthusiast with a limited
budget this is not just a painting
that one might be able to afford. It
is one which offers the prospect of
discovering, day after day and with
each viewingrsome fresh nuance.

The Charlecote theme I found
less stimulating, maybe because the

images on display were from the
residency exhibition of 2008-9 and
to a certain extent must be seen as
a

kind of 'remains of the day'.

It

is certainly a clever idea to portray
the large substantial shadows of
Charlecote Park at dawn and dusk as
they are cast upon its well-manicured

lawn. The pair of oils are very well

executed but essentially I was left
with the feeling that I was witnessing
a non-visual point made visually.
\forth doing perhaps but to my
taste not pieces one could have a
long relationship with. More striking
were a couple of graphite studies of
Charlecote House interiors in winter.
Dust sheets over furniture lend
a certain sinister, but visually
interesting, frisson of M R James era
ghost stories!
Were I impertinent enough to
offer Ms Lewis-Blake advice I would
say: "get out more" - meaning
that many of her interiors are
intriguing and gifted pieces but
that, personally, I prefer her
landscape works. High Lights,
a water colour view of wooded
Derbyshire countryside, is a
wonderfully engaging and energetic
study - the dynamic cloud effect is

particularly vivid.
Elsewhere in her studio, but not
in the exhibition as such, were several
impressive landscapes, some was still
work-in-progress.
One very welcome aspect

of this show was the chance to
inspect the artist's sketch books.

To non-practitioners especially
there is something fascinating about
examining the sometimes rough
and ready material as it struggles off
the chrysalis of the page to the fully
finished work. A splendid example
of this was an untitled work that was
cut out of what looked like sketch
book material and arranged into a
very effective triptych collage where
a full moon and clumps of trees on
a hillside hinted, in a wistful way, at
Paul Nash's work.
The Studio at the Mill is

\Tarwickshire treasure and I
encourage you all to venture out
there at your next opportuniry for the
a

coming exhibitions! o

Aboae:A detailfront Sue Lewi-Blake's Glilnpse
(20 I 0) watercolour, 27 x 47cnt
Below: Stre Lewis-Blake,' Hieh Lighx' (2007)
watercolour,53 x 73att

Volcano: from
Turner to
Warhol
reviewed by
Dave Phillips
ContptonVerney,24 July to 31 Oct 2010

here could hardly be a more
topical subject for an exhibition,
u-hich so broadly embraces the

visual arts, than Volcano. Many are
still smarting from the eruption of
unpronounceable Eyjafi alla jokull, in
Iceland, which erupted with masses
of ash polluting the skies this year,
causing havoc among the flying
tiaternity, both in term of holidays
disrupted, businessmen and students
srranded, and colossal financial
losses suffered by the airlines. No
rr-onder the masses piled in to see this
exhibition in their hundreds, to find
out what Volcano was all about.
Compton Verney, in its usual
t'ashion, under the curatorial skills
of James Hamilton, a Turner

expert, (thus part of the title) has
demonstrated its thoroughness.

\Tarhol of
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it does certain
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a three pronged strategy to
comprehensiveness : the aesthetic,

a huge image by Andy
Vesuaius, borrowing as

to delight the eye: the scientific, to
satisfi' the mind: and the analogous,
to widen the remit into the social
and cultural. On top of which there
are follow up procedures such as

ingredients from the mid nineteenth
century Japanese artist Hiroshige. It is

There is

guided tours, lectures covering all
facets, scientific, aesthetic, social,
cultural, you name it and it is
covered, so you can attend courses
in painting and writing about the
volcano as well. No one could ever
accuse Compton Verney of not

utilising knowledge to good effect,
so much so that it has become an
intellectual beacon beaming its
messages far and wide through the
\Tarwickshire countryside, extending
to Birmingham, Stratford, rVarwick,
Leamington Spa, Coventry, Rugby
and even Leicester, et al.Let us just
hope it is not a shooting star.
\7hat then of the art, which I
should like to concentrate on, for
there are some mastelpieces to be
seen, as well as quaint images?

I

don't propose to give a brief historical
account from the seventeenth
century onwards, where it all started
with Vesuvius being one of the

main culprits, erupting as it did
both in 163l and AD 79, and in the
latter case wiping out Pompeii and
Herculaneum, to boot. I should just
like to mention a few of the more
brilliant examples. First, there is

q

tl

illustrative, with a cheeky reference to
painting by numbers, and simplified
colour schemes, with a straight-up,
yellow eruption of mineral nutrients,
from a smallish cone) surrounded by
blue, green, pink, grey formations. It
is not quiescent, and seems playful,
fully in tune with the notion of
eruption, he never having seen it
do so, like Joseph Vright of Derby,
who though seemed to have become
obsessed with the subject. Warhol's
work has a feeling of fun about it, a
spectacle giving the artist a subject,
which although dangerous in fact
and theory, seems far from it in this
image. Do not be afraid, simply
enjoy, seems to be the message, and
undermines in one brief stroke, all
the seriousness which artists have
given their creative selves to over the
centuries. He seems to understand
that marks on a surface can't match
the reality as portrayed by fanatics
such James Graham. He, with his
circle of twelve cameras has for five
years (2002 - 2007), hlmed the
volcanic activity on the island of
Stromboli, in the Mediterranean,
and called it Iddu, in Sicilian dialect,
'him'. No single static image can
capture the reality with the noise,
heat, polluted air which a film can do.
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ufarhol seems to

(\

So why try? is what

(\'

be saying. Yet, one has only to turn
to Michael Sandle with Mount St.

e
N
c

Helen\, to

see why.
These series of watercolours are
huge but capture the pitiless nature
of volcanic ash, vividly brought, and
intensified, by what seems a close up
of its density, as if it had turned into a
floating mountain. He iuxtapositions
two areas of the work, so you have

a close up of a blown up mountain
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and the curving river in the flatlands
below, coupled with what seems the
surface of the work but which also
signifies, an ever enveloping choking,
corrosive smog.
And then, of course, many of the
artists ofearlier centuries did not or
could not know about photography in
all its intricate manifestations. Their
works are the equivalent of spectacles
to fill one with horror, fear and at
the same time admiration. Had not
the world suffered Krakatua inl883,
when the volcanic island explored,
the sound heard thousands of miles
away, its effects felt accordingly, with
a huge tsuanami crossing the Pacific,
where 36,000 people died. Such an
event could not be ignored by artists,
nor could the sleeping giants, be left
unrecorded. So we have Volaire's
image, 1792 of Vesuvius, and that
of

Villiam Hamilton, 1776. These

show, as so many of the works on
view, amazing skill, and ability. One
has only to see imagination at work
with Turner's Eruption of Souffrier,
where he uses a sketch from a friend
who witnessed an eruption and used,
a sort of mountain in Cumbria, to
capture effectively the effect. This is

r4tF.tt
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echoed by Joseph \Tright's Vesuztius
in Eruption which strictly speaking he

did not see.
There seems some primeval
urge hanging around a volcano, to
have a glimpse of what could be

the beginning of the destruction of
the planet. It visualises enormity, of
utter destruction, of forces beyond
humanity. Does the subject take
us to the notion of the 'big bang',
where the universe was formed,
with or without God (sic, Hawking/
IJ7illiams, et al.) and a glimpse into
the nature of profundities. This
exhibition was enjoyable as a visual
spectacle conjuring up spectacles

dl

t

5,

of

a destructive kind and as a trigger

into questions of more philosophical
depths.

On a more prosaic level there is
also included a huge explosive noise,
which reverberated in some of the
galleries, giving you a complete fright,
and the sound ofa real volcano! o

Andy lVarhol, Vesuoius, Naples
(1985) Screenprint on paper, Museo di

Prezsious page:

Capodimonte. Image A 2010, Scala, Florence,
courtes! the Ministero Beni e Att. Cuburali
Aboae: Utagawa Hiroshige, A cencor denoting the
ntonth of the year, woodblock print 1 858-1 859
As hmole an Museum, O xford Uniuersity
Below: Joseph Wright,Versut;ius in Er uption

(1774)gouache on paper@ 2010 Derby Museums

& Art Gallery
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Warwickshire School of Arts
end of year show
reviewed by
Dave Phillips
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his year saw some spectacular
work covering a whole range
of disciplines in the visual arts, to

and white foam, adding a little red
hat, made an intriguing metaphor
for a dress, which seemed to sum up,

include, exquisite furniture pieces
and short films providing insights
into youth behaviour. The layout of
the exhibition was such that there
\\-as a greater feeling of space in the
display with less danger of knocking
into the art. It was the play between
craftsmanship and conceptualism
u'hich gave the show a greater edge
than usual.Tessa \Tilliams in The
Scd presented a buoy, a symbol of
rr-ater and waves combined with
other elements of the seaside,
u-ith the proverbial fish and chips,

peftness.

scraps thrown carelessly away,

leading to rats; quite a thoughtful
piece, conjuring up in a moment,
experiences of seaside holidays.
Georgina Swinnerton with waving
lines on a surface, in a jiff, evoked
hair or a tilled landscape, which was
also optically effective recalling early
Bridget Riley. Then there was Kent
Packman with his, Games Deoelopment

featuring a sort of Henry Moore
head on a Viking shield, with a red
streaky sky creating a quite scary
effect, which I suspect was intended.
Dave Greger with his, Photographjt of
:lrc Bihe, included the notion of axis
and rotational alphabet to prove the
point, showed intellectual acumen.
Samantha Beasley made a wall of
tiagments of paper, which was so
simple and effective an idea. James
Boucher used corrugated cardboard
s-irh paper to envisage a Van Gogh
church and reflections in water, just
using blue and yellow. The means
s'ere direct but the image strong

in its declaration. Christina Reeves
constructed a gigantic ice cream,

*-ith choc additions, and in so doing

it is like to
eat one. Kay Leigh-Walsh, from pink

gave a sensation of what

All of these are bundles of
ideas, which sometimes amaze
by their sophistication when one
considers they are the expression
of students. The fusion of talent
and sound genuine advice from
the tutors has clearly resulted in a
synergy from which the work has
gained an additional dimension.
Without wishing iust to give a list of
accomplishments, grievously aware of
missing out so much talent, I refer to
Krista Hendriksen' s, Anemone where
her clever cut-out fashion designs, of
figures on spindly legs, all hair, and
hypnotic eyes is both amusing and
arresting. Glooskap by Richard De
Courcy extended his work to Native
American folktales and Evelyn Cox
made some lovely fragile structures.
We are startled to confront the work
of Fran Booth, where clothes are
painted on a hanging rail to such
effect as to be almost real. This is a
tour de force of magical painting, as
is also, Odd AssortmenL where clothes
are strewn around including among
other garments, brassieres, forming
possibly an undercurrent of sensual
evocation) of course, not intended!
Last, but not least we have Last Night
to include the work of Joseph Canty,
whose eye and expertise captures

student attitudes and a glimpse of

unoffrcial student life, complete with
rites of passage. It is done so with
accomplishment and panache, the
music and frlming working effectively
together to open our minds to aspects
of youth culture.
There seems on this showing
to be considerable futures for many
of these students, and no doubt
others who did not show. rWhat seems

to emerge is that the critical mass
of creative energy combined with
stunning craftsmanship, and I have
not mentioned specifically, cabinets,
chairs, cupboards, ceramics point to
a healthy and life giving ethos. Is it
possible that 201I could be better?
Surely there must be a year when

Abozte: Bronia Sawjer's sculpture
Below: Melissa Tbne
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you enioy exhibitions and meeting artists
at Private Views, then become a Friend of
for only €28 per year.
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lf you are an artist seeking exhibition and
other opportunities to develop and promote
your work, then become a member of LSA
for only f 20 per year.

For the love of
Aboz:e left: Carcline Luhehttrst's jewlery
Aboz.te right: Benradette

Efford\ sculpture

Abooe: Brortia SawS'er\

origani

ort why not join both!

and the LSA
You can subscribe to Gallery
together for just €35, which is probably less
than the cost of the wine you might drink at
the 24 private views to which you will be

invited in a year.
For more information and ioining details visit:
www. I sa-arti sts. co. u k/m e m bers. htm
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Neo-romanticism : debi itating
nostalgia or green renewal?
A review by Andrew Stibbs
I

This Enchanted Isle by Peter $Toodcock

Glastonbury: Gothic Image Publications, (2008)
dl8.95, L92pp
ntil July 20 I 1, the Tate Britain
exhibition of 'Romantics' is
focusing on Blake, Palmer, et al., wit}a
r\1-o rooms of "...the legacy. . .work by
Graham Sutherland and others". It
needs no centenary or rediscovery

nostalgia or healthy renewal?"
question is, though the reasoning is
perhaps flawed.This Enchanted Isle is
a handsome production with lavish
illustrations, coloured for paintings
and black and white for drawings

as an excuse: the transcendental

and prints, (thankfully). It has some
discontinuities and typos which
meant some painters seemingly new
to me may have actually been familiar
ones misprinted! The writing style
is a terse, jerky, and rather naive
one, which at least has the virtue

rural is the enduring spine of British
art. When some of us older readers
discovered modern art the term
meant people such as Sutherland
and other serious, non-commercial
contemporaries who were original
but non-revolutionary: Pembroke,
Soho and Shell-Guide Britain, rather
than Europe or even St. Ives. Thirty
1-ears after continental cubism,
constructivism and surrealism, British
modern art was anthropomorphic
tree-stumps and moonlit ruined
churches. There was some excuse:
in those post-war days, only British
pictures were available to reproduce,
so histories of art and modern art
s'ere illustrated from the National
Gallery, and the modern art from the
Tate, respectively.
Those neo-romantics have worn
rvell. They suffered little of the usual
posthumous dip in reputation and
have had their own legacy, such as
rhe 'Ruralists'who had prominence a
dozen years or so ago. Is this because
of a recurrent British nostalgia, or
a continuing healthy respect for the
past and the environment?
Peter Woodcock's This Enchanted
Is/e (which has just come into the

of conveying much information
succinctly in a small space: about half
the 150 pages are print type.
Beginning with Blake and
Palmer, and taking each artist
one at a time, he moves through

Paul Nash to Sutherland, Piper,
Minton, Craxton and Ayrton and
the usual suspects. He makes a case
for including both Ayrton with his
classical subjects and Vaughan with
his formal style. He might have
considered whether Moore and
Spencer would fit in too, (and the
Blake-worshipping Gully Jimson of
their contemporary Joyce Cary's The
Horse's Mouth). There is more to
them than neo-romanticism alone but
they are also artists who perceive the
unseen in appearances and make us
see things differently.
A central section discusses artists
in other media who also share a
perception of worlds beyond first

rather than newly published)
illustrates both the legacy and the
'legacy of the legacy'. It attempts to
rviden the scope of neo-romanticism
beyond painting and to give it a
trventy-fi rst century justihcation.
There is also a suggestion of what the

appearances and the genii, even
literal histories, of particular places.
Some are predictable, such as
literary psycho-geographers and
novelists or hlm-makers who use that
common trope of fantasy in which
past events erupt into the present
at special sites like standing stones
or blitzed graveyards, scattering the
picnic sandwiches and loosening

right answer to the "...debilitating

'Dark Forces' onto today's world.

hands of this starving artist probably
because

it

is newly remaindered

rVoodcock's categorization of some
surprising writers worthily casts them
in a new light, but with some of the
film-makers he is overplaying the
pomt.
In the final section Woodcock
briefly describes the lives and works,
and quotes from, some contemporary
2-D artists ofthe transcendental.
Some of whom I had not heard of
such as David Blackburn and Derek
Hyatt. A theme of this last section is
the importance for our new century
of those artists who respect and
understand the earth (even though
no land artists, i.e. artists who work
directly upon the land, are included).

There is

worry that emerges here:
Woodcock seems to think we have
much to learn from people such as
a

the Elizabethan astrologer Dr Dee

-

a character who is perhaps best

understood by watching Richard
O'Brien's portrayal of him in Derek
Jarman's fiImJubilee (1978.) The
publishers also have an off-putting
list with titles that are full of words

like'occult','ley' and'dowsing', and
there is this book's own twee use of
'isle' in the title. Pan might be a fun
God to play with, but I should hope
our future might be less parochial and
that we take Newton, Darwin and
modern-day climatologists for our
guides in ecological matters rather
than astrologists and magicians - or
even Blake.

However, attention to the past
and to the environment should
remain a constant source of renewal
in British aft and hopefully will
outlast much of the more obviously
modern, and very different, modern
art. Not a single one of the 12
artists I mention above appears in
the substantial index of Matthew
Collings's 1999 This is Modern
lrr (Weidenfeld and Nicholson)
for example. Yes, the past and the
pastoral are ineradicable in British
culture and their persistence in 2-D
art ls a strong pomt.
That exhibition at 'the Tate' is,
of course, at Tate Britain, not Tate

Modern. a
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Magnino
describes his
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desigrt

ntalee bespoke furniutre.

johrcr!

llor

atrt

I a carpetter.'Cabitrct-

nnleer'is zuhat I

trse

whett.fillhry itt

fficial fornts.
he above is a regular conversation
pattern I go through when
meeting people. My passion is
working with wood and making
pieces that are well crafted, from high
quality materials and are aesthetically
interesting and pleasing. I always
hope to end up with furniture that is
beautiful and functional; that is born

of a dialogue between the clients,
my passions and the materials. I
don't stick to standard designs and I
prefer to make free-standing pieces:
hopefully my furniture is personal
enough that the clients vr,ili want to
take it with them.
As much as I enjoy the design

process, the freedom ofplaying
with ideas and slowly refining them,

adjusting the proportions, defining
the details, researching and solving
problems, I also love the making
process: getting my hands dirty,
smelling the wood when it's first cut,
watching the shavings curl and fall
from the plane. Yes, even the noise of
a powerful machine ripping through
thick oak. Those are the reasons
why I am a designer-maker. People
often tell me: "You're so creative,
you're an artist!" In the USA there
is a woodworking movement that has
decisively gone down the art route:
there they talk of 'studio furniture'.
Me? I believe that furniture is made
to be touched and to be used.

Certainly,
workshop
finish smo
can make

leave

the

,
ct as,I
y will
collect scratches and marks over tlme,

that they will become part of people's
everyday lives. The Japanese have
a phrase: 'wabi-sabi', which is the
concept of the beauty that an object
acquires through its imperfections,
the wear and tear of time and use.

I wholeheartedly agree with that
sentiment. I still don't know if form
follows function or the other way
around; but what is form without
lunction? Pure vacuity'. aattiras

tatitatunt!
If art is something to be kept
apart, unspoilt, safe from the knocks
and dents of life, then my furniture is
not art and I am not an artist. a
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Warwickshire
College
I

warwickshire
school of arts
in Leamington Spa
& Henley in Arden

We offer a wide variety of

full and part time courses in the

creative arts.
Part time and leisure course areas include:
Upholstery & Soft Furnishings

lnteriors
Glass

Jewellery
DIY Paint techniques

Woodworking
Painting & Drawing
Music

Multimedia
Photography & Video
For more information on our provision please call: ot9z6 3t8233

Or e-mail: enquiries@warkscol.ac.uk or visit www.warwickshire.ac.uk
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featured here will appear in future
editions of ArtSpace

Dominica Vaughan

David Phillips

Damien lsaak

Jo Dalton
Len Mackin

Gerry Smith

Grace Newman

Kaidi Kaivo

Chris Oxenbury aka OKSE

Clive Richards

Jonathan Treadwell

Suminder
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Aspect Financial
Consultants

Photographers
Ray Spence
rayspence@gmx.com

Gerry Smith
3.rs@gallery150.co.uk

alan. spencer@btconnect.com

TW Printing & Gopying

David Phillips

:

phillips@bigfoot.com

Bookkeeper

Broadsides Chartered
Accountants

mikegreen 1 @hotmail.co uk

Kadi Kaivo
,adi, kaivo@googlemail.

ce-Chair Media and Communications
Clive Richards
,'

:

Membership Secretary and
Summer Show Organiser
Jo Dalton

Cartori Ltd

ve.richards@live.com

Galleryl50 Manager

ArtSpace Distribution

:n, mackin@ntlworld.com

Suminder

Smart lmage
Furniture Ltd

Dominica Vaughan
dominicavaughan@hotmai l.com

Bona

ce-Chair Operations

./acancy

)rblicity Officer

Studio Manager

The Thomas

vacancy

Consultancy

Damien lsaak

Summer Show Curator

cress@galleryl 50.co.uk

vacancy

-rtSpace Editor
Jonathan Treadwell

Member Services and Benefits
vacancy

Robert Lavers
Ghartered Architect

artspaceeditor@hotmail co. uk

3

Patrol Guard

Sponsorship Manager
vacancy

'tewsletter Editor
Grace Newman
race.n@ntlworld.com

Rollasons Solicitors

Website & Gallery Sales

vacancy

ldvertising Enquiries
Jack Gibson

Apex Recruitment

gibsondesign@gmail.com
.

ArtSpace is sponsored by Warwickshire College and TW Printing
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www. eleanorallitt. cotrt

Yvette Bessels

Jane

Sarah

Boardman

Jamie

Byrne uuu.

Lizzie

Cariss

www. brenboardr tnn.
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Sal
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Jaqui
Ray

Smithson

co.
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Catherine Jones www.catherirtejonesportraits.co.

t
uk

uk/Stuttinder-Sahota,

wzow. wanuickshireartists. co. uk/anya-s
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www.jacquisruithsott. co.uk

Spence wuw.

ralspence.co. uh

Geoff Stear www. geffitear.con
John Maxwell Steele wwzu.johnuaxwellsteele.
Toni Storey www.toni-art.cottt
Janson

Angel

co.

trk

Strain uww.jartsonstrairt. co. uk
Stripe wwu. artgelstripe.co.uh

Tilley

Maureen

co. u k

site.

www.uanoickshireartists.

Margaret Sirnrnons

Mark

Ryan Hughes www. a-n. co. uk/degrees-Lutedited./pmjects
Steff Hutchinsorn www.steffhutchittsort.co. uk

Libby f anuary wwzl.

sle),. co.

rn

ucalligrapl4t.

co.

Ian Taylor uww. ar rcestorarts. co, tth
George Taylor www, georgetallorart.

tt

zlzlw. binton.info/FionasGallery

Hoffman Beatric www. beatricehofJtn an.

tawn

ttk/Neil-Phillips. htnt

cont

Ltk/

skr uuch,co.

wwzu.jar

Chin Szevone www.

blogspot. cor n

www. paulahantibormrt.

www. salhiggens.co.uk

Hodgetts

Rawnsley

Surninder

Helena Godwin www.helenagodwin.mysite.co.uk
Anna Grilliths www.wix.com/annagriffiths/annasart

Fiona

co.

Denise Russell www.creatiaeceratticsculpture. co.uk

rg

David Godfrey www.warwickshireartists.co.uk/david-godfrey.

Hamilton

Partridge

uk

Nicola Richards zozuw. nicolarichardscerantics.
Linda Ridpath wwu. Iindabob. redb u bble. cont

Andy Farr www. warutickshireartists. co. uk/Andy-Farr
Nigel Fletcher www. nigelfletcher. co. trk
Victoria Fletcher wwu. aictoriafletcher. co. uk
Andrew Flint uzow.web.mac.cout/andrewrttssellflirtt

Paula

co.

Phillips wuw. ar mbrah t. co. ttk
Neil Phillips www.wanuicleshi reartists.
Graham Powell www. gLrineapigdesign.
Denise Quinn www.peekocrochet.cotu

www. nto-enright. nte. uk

Michala Gyetvai www. haylacoo.

ttWGrace-Nezunatt.

Anna

zuww. lynseycleaaer. co. uk

Stephanie F,arl uww. stephanieearl. co. uh
Stuart Ellis wwu. sntartellisart. co. uh
Maria Ernilov uuw. blankntediacollectioe.

Kim Ford

co.

Christine O'Sullivan wzuzu. christineosullivan. cortt
Mary Partridge zuwu.wanuichshireartists.co.uk/Mary

I(athryn P ettitt www. lt athryt ryenitt.

cot t t

Nicky Cure www. tlt)tspace- cont/rtickycure
Julie De Bastion www.julie.debastiort.corrt

Mo Enright

www.axisweb.org

Rod Perkins uzuu. g reen-art. org. Lth
Barbara Perkins uww, greett-art. org. uk
Cheryl Perkins www,soepetrie,co. uh

Robin Child wwzo. holnbydesigrt. co. ttle
Andrew Christopher www. andrew-christopher.
Christie Clarke www. chritieclarke. co. uh

Cleavet

Moore

Grace Newrnan wwu.wanlicleshireartists.
Paul Oz wwu.paLilo:.co. ult

www-yaettebessels. cot n

Dorothy Biddle uww.wantickshireartists.
Nina Black www. hbinteriors. co. uk/htdex I

Lynsey

*:

Moon wuw. carcyt noot l. cottt
Moore wwu.janentoore.co.ttk
Neil Moore wwu,neilntoore.co, uh
Carey

zoww- theuaxstudio. cotrt

Artby Woodbine www. artbywoodbine.co. Lth
Heather Bailey www. heatherbaileyart. co. trk
Katharine Barker www. katharinebarlter- con t
Iris Bertz wzuw.irisbertz.co.ttk

Brenda

Sr

Allitt

uk

cou t

www. axisweb, org/artist/marktilley

Toomey

zuww. t naLffeettoot trcy. conr

Vicki Walkden wwzl. thestotrcualkgallery. co. ttk
Pixie Warburton uzuzu.warbttrton l.denon. co.ulz/pixie
Carol Wheeler wuw. carolwheeler. org. uh
Rachel White wwzu rachelwhite)'oga. co. uk

Woof

www. petenooof. web

Martin Johnsorr www.opticaldelusiotts.org

Peter

Alison Johnson www. alisonnlohnsot't.

Richard Yeomans wuw.warutickshireartists.co.uk/Richard-Yeonnrts

Rosemary

Keep

cottt

s. cot t t

www.rosemarykeep. cortt

Lubomir Korenko www. lubomirkorenho. cont
Robert

Lavers

www. laaersarchitecture. cont

David Lewis wwu. daaidlewisart.
Sue

Lewis-Blake

co.

trk

wwu. Iewis-blake.

co.

Opposite page: LSA priztite aieus at G I 50 and the Smtnter Shou

uk

Rachel Liddel wuu.fineart.flowerco urt. co. ttk
Angus Liddell www. angtsliddell. 4t. cottt
Peter Lovelock wuw.peterloaelock. cont
Chrissie Markharn www. chrissieartanddesigtt.co. ttk
Alfreda McHale wwu. warutickshireartists. co. uVAlfreda-Mc Hale
Sheila

Miflward

www. sheilanillward. co. uh

Tbp leJt: France Brodeur arrd

Harrje teVelde

Tbp right: Soonoo Choksej,

Middle: Neil Moore,Johtr Hwt6Jane Moore and Mo Enright
Bottom left: Bill Zygmamtt with competitiotl uinners Geraldine €s Phil Parker

Bottont right: Prit-tate uiew uisitors to LSA Swwner Shou, Lhtda and
Enanuel, held at theWaruickshire School of Arts
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